
Depresses single or multiple caliper pistons to allow efficient space for disc pad 
replacement. Suitable for the professional automotive technician, brake specialist
or serious home mechanic.

A17050 - Delux Mechanical
Disc Pad Spreader

FEATURES:
 ♦ Heavy duty 360° swing ratchet allows access at all angles 
 ♦ Single flick reversing lever to easily change from spreading to retracting
 ♦ Ergonomic rubberized grip handle, fluid resistant 
 ♦ Heavy duty steel pushing pads distribute even pressure, ideal for multiple 
piston application

For the safe and ergonomic removal and replacement 
of brake shoe return springs when linings are being replaced 
or during routine brake maintenance procedures.

A17061 - Automotive Brake Shoe Return 
Spring Pliers 

FEATURES:
 ♦ The spoon ends of the pliers manipulate 
the springs from the anchor posts 
to enable removal and replacement 

 ♦ Also conveniently equipped with a socket type spring remover, 
on the handle, for depressing and removing brake shoe spring retainers 

 ♦ Zinc plated finish for corrosion resistance

A17055  - Brake Drum  Adjustment Tool  
Designed for adjusting  brake drums in confined spaces.
FEATURES:

 ♦ Ideal for Asian and Japanese vehicles 
 ♦ Robust carbon steel construction
 ♦ Size(width x length): 8 x 130mm

A17056 - Angled Brake Drum Adjustment Tool  
Designed for adjusting  brake drums in confined spaces.
FEATURES: 

 ♦ Unique angled end allows more leverage 
 ♦ Ideal for Asian, Japanese, Light truck and 4WD vehicles
 ♦ Robust carbon steel construction 
 ♦ Size(width x length): 8 x 130mm 
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For the hand bending of copper, aluminium or mild steel pipe or tubing to a desired angle. For automotive, refrigeration and 
general engineering workshops or mobile technicians. 

Used for the hand removal of burrs on metal, copper, aluminium or
plastic and also nonferrous metal pipes or tubing.

A43151 - 3 IN 1 HAND PIPE/TUBING BENDER

A42101 - PEN/TYPE DEBURRING TOOL

FEATURES:
 ♦ Suitable for 6, 8 and 10mm outside diameter tubing 
 ♦ Strong, one piece handle grips 
 ♦ Built in angle and sizing gauge

FEATURES:
 ♦ Hand held design
 ♦ Hardened steel cutting blade
 ♦ Fitted with convenient pocket clip

For the safe and ergonomic removal and replacement of brake shoe return springs
when linings are being replaced or during routine brake maintenance procedures.

A43101 - MINI TUBE CUTTER

FEATURES:
 ♦ Hardened steel single roller cutting blade 
 ♦ Knurled hand adjustment nut for size and pressure 
 ♦ Suitable for diameters from 3 - 22mm (1/8” - 7/8”)

A43111 - DELUXE TELESCOPIC TUBE CUTTER
Used for the accurate cutting of copper, steel, aluminium and stainless 
steel tubing to desired lengths. Has a wider range than the “mini”. 
Fitted with a handy “fold out“ deburring attachment.

FEATURES:
 ♦ Hardened steel single roller cutting blade  
 ♦ Adjustable feed hand screw for precise pressure and sizing control 
 ♦ Suitable for diameters 3 - 35 mm (1/8” - 1-3/8 “)
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A17150 - 200ML FLUID FILLING/EXTRACTION SYRINGE
Designed for safe and accurate filling and extraction of fluids from difficult
access areas and in situations where no drain plug is fitted.

A17152 - 1 LITRE FLUID FILLING/EXTRACTION SYRINGE
Designed for safe and accurate filling and extraction of fluids from difficult 
access areas and in situations where no drain plug is fitted level.

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Ergonomic hand double seal plunger provides quick and efficient filling
 ♦ Hand twist tap prevents spillage or overfilling 
 ♦ Suitable for oil and chemicals (Viton® seals)
 ♦ Sturdy transparent body allows easy identification of contaminates 
and fluid level 

 ♦ Main body capacity 1 litre

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Ergonomic hand double seal plunger provides quick and efficient 
filling or extraction 

 ♦ Hand twist tap prevents spillage or overfilling 
 ♦ Suitable for oil and chemicals (Viton® seals)
 ♦ Sturdy transparent body allows easy identification of contaminates and fluid level 
 ♦ Main body capacity: 200ml 

A17151 - 550ML FLUID FILLING/EXTRACTION SYRINGE
Designed for safe and accurate filling and extraction of fluids from difficult
access areas and in situations where no drain plug is fitted.

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Ergonomic hand double seal plunger provides quick and efficient filling or extraction 
 ♦ Hand twist tap prevents spillage or overfilling 
 ♦ Suitable for oil and chemicals (Viton® seals)
 ♦ Sturdy transparent body allows easy identification of contaminates and fluid level 
 ♦ Main body capacity: 550ml 
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14021 - 1/2 “ Sq. Drive Compact Mini Impact Wrench

A14026 - 1/2” SQ. DR. IMPACT WRENCH
679NM WITH 2”EXTENDED ANVIL

A14036 - 3/4” SQ. DR. IMPACT WRENCH 2,103Nm WITH 6” EXT. ANVIL

Professional grade, twin hammer, compact mini impact wrench 
designed for precision work in extremely tight spaces.

Industrial, heavy duty air impact wrench with 2” extended anvil.

Industrial, heavy duty air impact wrench with 6” extended anvil.

FEATURES:
 ♦ Max Torque: 500 Ft-lbs/678Nm
 ♦ Work Torque: 370Ft lbs/500Nm
 ♦ Speed: 10,000 rpm
 ♦ Weight(nett): 1.37 kg

92(w)mm

 ♦ Free speed: 7,000 rpm
 ♦ Length: 236mm
 ♦ Max Torque: Ft-lbs (Nm) - 500/679

 ♦ Free Speed - 5000 rpm
 ♦ Length: 361mm
 ♦ Max Torque Ft-lbs(Nm): 1550/2103
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A22004 - AUTOMOTIVE DOOR HANDLE CLIP REMOVAL TOOL

A22003 - ANGLED SHAFT AUTOMOTIVE TRIM REMOVAL TOOL

A46115 - 2 PIECE COTTER (SPLIT) PIN/HOSE REMOVER HOOK SET

Used for removing automotive door handle and window winder 
crank handle spring “C” style clips with a single hand manipulation. 

For the safe and efficient removal of internal upholstery panels without damaging
the fastening clips. Specifically designed for when that extra leverage is required.
This is achieved by the ergonomic angled shaft design. 

Speedy removal of most worm drive hose clamp style rubber automotive/indus-
trial hoses. Suitable for rubber gasket manipulation in automotive glass removal 
and installation. 

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Ergonomic design fits most sizes of “C” style retainer clips

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Strong carbon steel shaft with moulded polypropylene handles 

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Ideal for extracting cotter (split) pins from slots or hard 
to reach areas like castellated nuts 

 ♦ Robust chrome vanadium, drop-forged steel shafts and hooks 
(2 profiles)

 ♦ Quality industrial polypropylene handles resistant 
to chemicals, oils and most solvents 

 ♦ Length: 195 mm 

A22002 - 2 PC AUTOMOTIVE UPHOLSTERY REMOVAL SET
For the safe and efficient removal of internal upholstery panels without damaging the fastening clips. Specifically designed to pry the fastening 
clip apart so it can be re-used again when the panel is refitted. 

FEATURES: 
 ♦ 2 piece set with strong carbon steel shafts 
and moulded polypropylene handles 
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A55180 - 4 PIECE 500MM FLEXIBLE HOSE CLAMP NUT DRIVER SET

A21311 - BALL JOINT SEPARATOR

A21312 - PITMAN ARM PULLER

A55175 - 4 Piece 150MM Flexible Hose Clamp Nut Driver Set

Used for nut end hose clamp removal loosening/replacement tightening and other procedures that are in tight spaces.

Pivot action ball joint separator designed to remove the front suspension ball joint. 
From the steering knuckle. Suitable for the professional automotive technician, 
front end specialist or serious home mechanic.

Designed to provide an even, consistent pull to remove the toughest pitman arms on 
most vehicles and light commercials. Suitable for the professional automotive technician, 
suspension specialist or serious home mechanic.

Used for nut end hose clamp removal loosening/replacement tightening and other procedures that are in tight spaces.

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Convenient 150mm flexible shaft fitted with universal 1/4” square male drive and spring 
loaded ball holder allows all 1/4”square drive sockets and accessories to be hand driven. 

 ♦ Moulded ergonomic comfort grip handle 
 ♦ Set is complete with 5, 6 and 7mm chrome vanadium standard sockets

FEATURES:
 ♦ Componentry manufactured from quality drop-forged heat treated steel 
 ♦ Plated finish for corrosion resistance 
 ♦ Hardened, heat treated forcing screw
 ♦ Jaw width: 19mm (3/4”)
 ♦ Maximum jaw opening: 38mm (1 1/2”)

FEATURES:
 ♦ Yoke is manufactured from forged high grade alloy steel 
 ♦ Plated finish for corrosion resistance 
 ♦ Hardened, heat treated forcing screw 
 ♦ Yoke opening: 33 mm ( 1 5/16”) 
 ♦ Pull length: 63.5mm (2 1/2”)

FEATURES: 
 ♦ Convenient 150mm flexible shaft fitted with universal 1/4” square male drive and spring 
loaded ball holder allows all 1/4”square drive sockets and accessories to be hand driven.

 ♦ Moulded ergonomic comfort grip handle 
 ♦ Set is complete with 5, 6 and 7mm chrome vanadium standard sockets.
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A46102 - 2 PIECE HOOK & SCRIBER SET
Suitable for marking and scribing on metal, glass and plastic. Ideal for picking and seal removal.

A18020 - ADJUSTABLE FUEL TANK SENDER REMOVAL TOOL
Used for the removal of fuel tank senders or fuel pump retainer rings for replacement 
or to diagnose other fuel tank issues. Suitable for the professional automotive
technician or serious home mechanic.
FEATURES:

 ♦ Pressed steel adjustable arms with retainer lock nut to drive and maintain 
pressure without damage to ring or sender 

 ♦ Plated finish for corrosion resistance 
 ♦ Suitable for GM, Ford, Chrysler and many others

A46103 - 2 WAY SCRIBER & WASHER JET CLEANER PEN
Suitable for cleaning and adjustment of windscreen washer nozzle jets.
FEATURES:

 ♦ Double ended with knurled screw on safety caps 
 ♦ Stainless steel shafted scriber (one end)
 ♦ Stainless steel shafted jet cleaner 
and spray adjuster (other end)

 ♦ Knurled finish on main body to assist grip 
 ♦ Handy pocket clip fitted 

FEATURES:
 ♦ 1 piece - combination “O” ring hook and angled pick 
 ♦ 1 piece - 90° and straight tip engineers scriber 
 ♦ Knurled finger grips for accurate scribes and picks
 ♦ Industrial grade robust construction

A18001 - 7 PC FUEL / A-C LINE 
DISCONNECT TOOL SET
Suitable for the disconnection of automotive fuel, air-conditioning
and transmission hoses to enable replacement or maintenance.
Fits most GM, Ford, Chrysler and many others.
FEATURES:

 ♦ Hose/line fitting sizes: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” and 7/8”
 ♦ Complete with andy individual size fitting storage holder 
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Address: 5-6 Ormsby Pl, Wetherill Park NSW 2164 Email: sales@navimportsaustralia.com.au
Phone: 02 9757 1751     Fax: 02 9757 1757

A17062 - STANDARD DISC PAD SPREADER

A19005 - 1/2” SQ DRIVE HAND IMPACT POWER BAR

It gives ability to reset back the calliper piston to its original position which allows 
enough space for new pads.

Allows access to tight space, difficult areas where impact force is required to remove or replace tight fasteners. 
With a swift hammer blow a impact style force is supplied via the leverage bar directly to the socket drive allowing removal 
or re - tightening.

FEATURES:
 ♦ Depresses caliper piston for effective space to allow efficient disc pad replacement
 ♦ Metal construction, electroplated for corrosion resistance 

FEATURES:
 ♦ Saves time for harmonic balancer pulleys with no need to remove radiators
 ♦ Also suitable for flywheels, couplings or flanges
 ♦ Drive bar: 560mm length chrome molybdenum steel, rubberized safety hand grip
 ♦ Leverage bar: Chrome vanadium steel with 1/2 “ sq drive male coupling

Half-Inch-Drive

A22050 - 11 PIECE UNIVERSAL LOCK OUT TOOL KIT
For use by professional technicians only.

FEATURES:
 ♦ Use to unlock 98% of vehicles in seconds without damage 
 ♦ Domestic and imported vehicle fitment 
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